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1. INTRODUCTION 
The theory of polynomial spline functions interpolating prescribed ata at 
knotsxr <x2 c *.. < X, has proved amenable to extension in several directions. 
Schoenberg [IS] initiated the departure from polynomial splines by considerin 
trigonometric interpolating splines. Greville [S] was the first to study sphnes 
associated with a general inear differential operator interpolating simple data. 
Ahlberg, Nilson and Walsh later supplemented Greville’s treatment in [Q 
On the other hand, Ahlberg and Nilson [Z] introduced polynomial splines 
interpolating arbitrary derivatives at the knots (xJfk (Herm~te-Birkhoff data), 
and Schoenberg [I61 subsequently refined this theory. Later authors, e.g., 
Karlin and Ziegler [II] and Schultz and Varga [17], considered splines associ- 
ated with a general linear differential operator, interpolating consecutive 
derivatives (Hermite data). 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate splines corresponding to a general 
differential operator which interpolate general data, including, e.g., Hermite- 
Birkhoff data. To accomplish this, we employ a Hilbert space approach 
similar to that found in Golomb [B] and Anselone and Laurent [.?]. The 
advantages of this approach are that existence and uniqueness results are 
clearly distinguished, characterization of the splines is facilitated, and explicit 
computational algorithms, involving inversion of positive definite m-banded 
matrices, are obtained. In addition, we carry out the theory for data prescribed 
at an infinite number of points, determine the best approximation of linear 
functionals in the sense of Sard, and investigate splines where interpolation is 
relaxed to inequality constraints on certain linear functionals. Hilbert space 
’ This work was sponsored by the Mathematics Research Center, United States Army, 
Madison, Wisconsin, under Contract No.: DA-31-124-ARO-D-462. 
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techniques have also been employed by Atteia [4], de Boor and Lynch [5], and 
Sard [13], but not for the cases of the general data considered here. 
We now define the notion of an Lg-spline. Let L be a linear differential 
operator of the form 
L = 2 a, (g)“, a,(x) # 0 on [a,b], aj E Cj[a,b], 0 Gj < m. (1.1) 
j=O 
We denote by 3FZm(a, b) the Hilbert space of real-valued functions 
f E Cm-’ [a$], such thatf (“-l) is absolutely continuous and Lf E Y2(a, b), with 
the inner product 
(f, dmp = yi f(j)(a) g(j)@) -t- fl LfLg. 
Suppose (1= (&)f’ is a sequence of continuous linear functionals, linearly 
independent on GFZrn, and suppose r = (r1,r2, . . ., r,,) E En. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A functions E Z2* is called an Lg-spline interpolating r with 
respect o fl provided it solves the following minimization problem: 
llJwl% = $& ll-&fll~*, 
U(r)={fsiF2m:hjf=rj, 1 <j<?Z}. (1.2) 
We have chosen the terminology “Lg-splines” since it has been customary to 
call polynomial splines interpolating Hermite-Birkhoff data g-splines, and 
splines associated with a general differential operator, L-splines. 
The variational problem (1.2) can also be considered in P2(‘%), provided 
the coefficients of the differential operator (1.1) are sufficiently regular. In this 
case, a solution of the minimization problem is referred to as a natural Lg- 
spline. In the following we shall be concerned primarily with the case of an 
interval [a, b]. 
2. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF Lg-Spurns 
If L is a linear differential operator as in (1. l), then it is easily seen to define a 
bounded linear operator from s2m(a, b) onto s2(a, b). Its null space N = NL is 
of dimension m and is spanned by functions (Ui}rm in P[a,b]. We formulate 
the main result of this section in 
THEOREM 2.1. There exists an s E Z2m satisfying (1.2). A function s E U(r) 
solves (1.2) if and only if 
s 
ILsLg=O for every g E W). (2.1) 
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Moreover, any two solutions of (1.2) corresponding to a prescribed r E En dyer 
by a function in N, and (1.2) possesses a unique solution ~a~donly ifN n U 
= (0). 
ProojI In view of the linear independence of the (A&“, the closed flat U(v) 
of (1.2) is a (non-empty) translate of the subspace U(0) = {SE GY?‘~~:A~~= 
1 <j G n). The facts that U(0) is closed and N is finite dimensional imply th 
U(0) -I- N is closed. Since L is onto, it follows from Lemma 2.1 of [6] that 
AU(O) and thus LU(r) is closed, and hence the minimization problem (1.2) 
possesses a solution. Viewing (1.2) as a projection problem in A?,, the ortho- 
gonality relation (2.1) is immediate. 
Conversely, if (2.1) holds for some s E U(r), then it follows easily t 
solution of (1,2). Indeed, 
j (Lf)2 = j (Ls)2 + 2 j (Ls)(Lf- Ls) + j (Lf- Ls.Y 
=j(Ls)2+j(Lf-LA92 
for everyf E U(r), and thus Jo G JLf)2 for alIfE U(r). Clearly (2.1) implies 
that any two solutions of (1.2) differ by an element of N, and hence (1.2) 
possesses a unique solution if and only if N fl U(0) = (0). 
COROLLARY 2.2. The class of Lg-splines 
9=Y(L,A)={s:ssatis$es(1.2)forsome r=(rl, .,., r,) EEn) 
is a$nite dimensional linear subspace of #2m, with dim9 = it + dim N t7 U(O), 
Moreover, N c 9. 
Proof. To show linearity, let s and d be splines in 9 interpolating r and 7, and 
lets* = 3/s + $3, where y, y” are real. We claim: s* satisfies (1.2) for r* = ye + FF’. 
Indeed, s* E U(r*), and by (2. l), if g E U(O), 
jLgLs*=y jLgLs+F jLgLS=O. 
But then, by Theorem 2.1, s* satisfies (1.2) for r *. 
We now show the finite dimensionality of 9 by constructing an explicit basis. 
Let Sj be a solution of (1.2) corresponding to r = thejth row of the n x az 
identity matrix, i.e. 
b~~~2.3. Supposedim(N fl U(0)) = d, andlet (vi}ld bea basisforN i7 ~(0~~ 
Then dim9 = n + d, and the functions (si)ln U (Ui)l d form a basis for 9. 
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Proof. Let s E 9, and set A = s - Cy=r (A,s)s,. Clearly d E U(0) fl9’, and 
thus, by (2. l), 
o=J-LLILA =f(LLl,‘. 
But this implies that d E N n U(O), and hence 
for some {yi}id. We now establish the linear independence of {&” U {z)~}~~. 
Suppose 
8= i p*Si+ E y~UizO* 
i-1 i=l 
Then 0 = Aj 19 = fiJ, 1 <j G IZ, and since the (ai)rd are linearly independent, we 
also have yj = 0, 1 =~j G d. The fact that N c Y follows trivially from the 
characterizing orthogonality relation (2.1). This completes the proof of 
Corollary 2.2. 
Following [16] we call the interpolation problem (1.2) poised with respect o 
L provided that N n U(0) =: (0). In this case there exists a unique Lg-spline 
interpolating rwith respect o A, and Lemma 2.3 asserts that Y is of dimension 
it and is spanned by the {sj)r” themselves. 
3. CHARACTERIZATIONOF Lg-SPLINES INTERPOLATING EHB DATA 
The class of linear functionals 
.JP) = (x: Af= yz: /If”)(x) d&x), pi of bounded variation) 
provides an example of the type of linear functionals which are suitable for A. 
For this section it is convenient o single out two special choices of A. We say 
that A generates a Her-mite-Birkhoff (HB) interpolation problem, if to each 
Ai E A there corresponds a pair (Xi,ji) such that Xif=f’ji’(xi), where 
a < xI < b and 0 < ji < m - 1. On the other hand, if for each X1 E A, 
&f=cyr; aijf”‘(xi), where aij are real numbers, we say that A generates an 
Extended-Hermite-Birkhoff problem (EHB) provided that the vectors 
ai = (c(i,O, %,l, --*T ai,m-i) defining linear functionals A, associated with the 
same point are linearly independent. It is easy to see that an (HB) interpolation 
problem is a special case of an (EHB) interpolation problem. We also remark 
that any iz linear functionals defining an (EHB) interpolation problem are 
linearly independent over S2”’ by virtue of their form and the assumption on 
the wi’s. 
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The main result of this section is Theorem 3.6 which ~haracterizes~g-splices 
interpolating EHB data. The key tool for this purpose is the orthogo~ality 
relation (2.1). We begin by defining a knot. An Lg-spline s inte~olat~~g 
Y=(rl,Q, . ..) rn) with respect o fl = (Xi}rn is said to have a knot at the point 
x E [a,b], provided some hi E fl involves evaluation of some jth derivative, 
0 <j G py1- 1, at x. We now show that any solution s of (1.2) corresponding 
to EHB data n satisfies L*Ls(x) = 0 in the intervals between its knots 
cT$Xl <x24*.. -C x, G b, where L* is the formal adjoint ofL defined by 
LWf= j%. (-l)qajf>‘J”. 
Let g E Gcm(Xi,Xi+l). Then g E U(0) automatically, and hence (2.1) yields 
0 = 1; LsLg = 1;” sL*Lg, 
upon integration by parts. It follows by well-known arguments that L*L.s(x) = 0 
on (Xi,Xi+l)* 
Next we prove that Ls(x) = 0 for a < x c x1 and xk K x c b. First we notice 
that the above discussion applies equally well to show that L*Ls(x) = 0, 
thus that Ls is continuous for 0 -K x -=z x1 and & c x < b. Suppose now 
Lx(e) # 0 for some a < 6 < x1. Let 
S(x) = 
l 
SM Xl < x < b, 
u(x), U<X<Xl, 
where U(X) E N satisfies zP(x,) = sj(x,), 0 <j G m - 1. Then s” E SPzrn and 
f (L,F)2 < J (Ls)~. B u t since hl s = Xi ,? for all h, E (I, this contradicts the fact that 
s minimizes (1.2). A similar proof holds for the interval (xk, b). 
We now suppose that x E (a, b) and that s is an Lg-spline interpolating EII 
data. If E > 0 is sufficiently small and g E U(O) n CC”@ - E, x + e), then 
integrating (2.1) by parts gives 
where 
m-i-l 
and the notation [a], is defined by [+I, = #(xi-) - +(x-). A relation ana- 
logous to (3.1) also holds for the points a and b, with [4], = +(a+) and [$]* = 
-+b-+ 
To facilitate the characterization of splines interpolating EWB data, it is 
convenient o rearrange (3.1). Let CI = (Clij)~~~,m-‘, I G na, be of rank 1, and let B 
3 
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be an m x m nonsingular matrix obtained by augmenting a. We denote by 
17 = (qij) the inverse of the adjoint of d. The proof of the following lemma is 
trivial. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let 
Mizrn2 Zij(g)i and Ri=yzi qijOj, OGiGm-1. 
j=o 
Then 
m-l m-l 
,z g’i’(x)[oi slx = ,z Mig(x)CRi slx 
for all g E X2”’ and s E 9. 
(3.2) 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose s is an Lg-spline interpolating (ri)ln with respect to 
n = {Ai~lR~ where A generates an EHB interpolation problem. In particular, 
suppose x E [a, b] is a knot of s and that there are l(x) linear functionals in A 
which involve some derivatives of s at x, of the form 
m-1 
My) S(X) = jzo Cci j(X) S(j)(X), O<i<l(x)- 1, (3.3) 
where (gi = (ai,o, . . ., “i,m-l))hCx)-’ are assumed to be linearly independent. Then 
[RW ] = 0 JSX 3 l(x) <j< m - 1, (3.4) 
where the RF’ are defined as in Lemma 3.1. 
Proof. Assume x E (a, b) and fix j, l(x) <.j G m - 1. Choose E > 0 such that x 
is the only knot of s in the interval (x - E, x + e). It is easily seen that there 
exists a function g E Ccm(x - E, x + .z) satisfying 2 = 5-l Zj, where Zj is the jth 
column of the m x m unit matrix and g = (g(x), . . ,, g(m-l)(x))T. 
By construction My’g(x) = 8ij, 0 < i < m - 1, and g E U(0). NOW combin- 
ing (3.1) and (3.2) yields 0 = [RF’s],. The cases when l(a) > 0 or l(b) > 0 are 
handled similarly. 
We note that since s E P--l, 
([0,-l & * * -3 [O,s]x)T = &[#qx, . . .) [s(*~-lqx)T, 
where 5 is lower triangular with &a,*(x) on the main diagonal. Since 
([R$?‘&, .. ., [Rk?,rl, s Y = rl([Oo4v . . ., [Om-, W, 
it follows that the equations (3.4) represent m - l(x) linearly independent 
relations among the {[s(j)] } *+l at the point x. The choice of the augmenta- 
tion B of CL in Lemma 3.1 ii zot critical inasmuch as any two choices lead to 
equivalent sets of m - Z(x) linearly independent relations. 
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The following corollary is an easy consequence of either Theorem 3.2 or its 
proof. 
CoRoLLARv 3.3. Suppose s is an Lg-spline corresponding to an RB inter- 
polation problem. If the Ith derivative (0 =G 1G m - 1) evaiuated at the knot x is 
not involved in the HB data, then [O,s], = 0. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Suppose s is an Lg-spline corresponding to a~ HB inter- 
polationproblem, andsuppose v denotes the order of the highest derivative speci- 
fied at II knot x E (a, b). Then [s(J)]~ = 0 for 0 <j G 2m - 2 - v. 
BrooJ Since s E P-r, it follows trivially that [Plx = 
Now suppose the conclusion is valid for all j satisfying 0 <j <‘p < 2m - 2 - v. 
Pn view of the assumption that the highest derivative specified at x is of order Y, 
we deduce that the 2m -p - 2”” is not involved. Hence by Corollary 3.3 
n-m+1 
Using Leibnitz’s rule and the inductive assumption [~(j)]~ =0 for 0 <j G 
this reduces to 0 = (-1)P-m[am2s@‘1)]X, and the assertion follows sin 
a,,‘(x) f 0. 
In the special case that L = (d/dx)“, the Lg-spline i~terpolatin 
called a g-spline (see [16]). We have 
GOROLLARY 3.5. Let s be a g-spline interpolating HB data, and suppose the lth 
derivative (0 G I G m - 1) is not specljied at a knot x. Then [s(~~-‘-~]~ = 
ProoJ: By Corollary 3.3, 
m-z-1 
But for L = (d/dx)” we have aj z 0, 0 <j G m - 1, and hence this reduces to 
0 = (-I)“-’ [S(2m-w]x* 
We close this section with the following characterization theorem. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let s be an Lg-spline interpolating EHB data (rJln with respect 
to {A,>,“. Then 
L”Ls(x) = 0 ifx is not a knot, and x E (a, b). (3.53) 
Ais =rI l,(i<n. 
[Rl”)s], =o Z(x)<i<m-1,zyxisaknot. (3Sc) 
Ls(x) = 0 fora<xtx, andx,<x<b. (3.54 
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Conversely, any function s E Zzrn satisfying (3.5) is an Lg-spline interpolating 
{rdln with respect to {Xi}l”. In particular, if the EHB interpolation problem is 
poised then (3.5) uniquely characterizes the spline. 
ProoJ The direct implications have already been established above. By 
Theorem 2.1, the converse follows immediately from the easily verifiable 
relation 
s 1 Ls(Ls - Lf) = 0, for anyfe U(r). 
In the case of natural Lg-splines interpolating EHB data, Theorem 3.6 holds 
with a = --03 and b = +a, in (3.5d). 
4. A BASIS FOR LY 
In this section we derive a basis for the space LY which leads to a method for 
the computation of Lg-splines involving the inversion of a positive definite m- 
banded matrix. This is of more than academic interest inasmuch as the usual 
bases for splines frequently lead to ill-conditioned systems of equations with 
full matrices (cf. [3], [9]). The analysis is similar to that in [3], and in the 
development we obtain a number of lemmas of independent interest. 
As remarked in $2, the L of (1 .l) is a bounded linear operator from Zzm(a, b) 
onto bio,(a, b). Let La be the adjoint operator from 2Z2(a, b) into SXm(a, b), 
defined by 
(LY, a% = (Y, L%rp. (4.1) 
By the closed range theorem (see [La], page 205), 
R(L”) = R(L’=) = NL1 
Thus (La)-’ also exists. 
and NLn = (R(L))l= (0). (4.2) 
Throughout the remainder of this section we assume that II = {X,},” 
consists of linear functionals on Xzrn in the class Pm) defined in $3, and that 
N n U(0) = (0). 
LEMMA 4.1. N fl U(0) = (0) ifand only ifthere exists a subsequence {Xi)lm of /I 
which is IinearIy independent over N. 
Proof. Suppose {&}rm is linearly independent over N, and let u E N fl U(0). 
Then u = zy ‘yju, for some {rJi”, and 
O=XiU= 2 ~jYjX~Uj, lGi<m. 
j=l 
By the assumption of the linear independence, the matrix( &u~)‘;;? is non- 
singular, and hence 3/j = 0, 1 G j G m, i.e., u s 0. 
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Conversely, suppose no m h’s in /l are linearly independent over N, i.e,, the 
matrix A = (hi Uj)~:~ has rank less than m. Then the mapping A:&‘* -+ 
possesses a non-trivial vector y = (rr, . . ., ym) in its null space. But then 
u=C~!,yiu,~Nfl U(O),andu$O. 
In the remainder of this section we shall use a slightly different inner product 
for =%“21p1 which is equivalent o the one defined in $1. Namely, we set 
(f, gl.ep = it & f xi g + j: LfLSYdx, 
where (&)rm is linearly independent over N, as in Lemma 4.1. By the 
representation theorem, there exist functions kj E 3Yzm such that 
h,f=(f,kj)z,m, 1 <‘j<n. 
LEMMA 4.2. (kj)ln forms a basis for Y. 
Proof. To show that k, E 9, we show that it satisfies (1.2) with rf *-; &k,, 
1 G i G n. If #I E U(r) with r = (r,, . . ., rn), then 
0 = hj(y5 - kj) = (4 - k,, kj)ezm. 
But by the definition of the inner product, this yields 
0 = 5 Xi(+ - kj) Xi kj + 1: (L+ - Lkj) Lkj dX = 
i=l 
i (L+ - Lkj) Lkj dXic, 
and thus by Theorem 2.1, kj E 9. 
As remarked at the end of $2, the assumption of poisedness assures that 
dim9 = n, and thus the proof will be completed by establishing that (kjjjn is 
linearly independent. Suppose z;=, yjkj z 0. Then. if s,, s2, .-., s, are the 
fundamental splines of (2.2), 
LE~bf.4 4.3.&fzm=SP @ U(0). 
Proof. Since 9 is finite dimensional, it suffices to show that U(0) = 9’. 
(2. l), clearly U(0) c 9’. On the other hand, iff E Y’, then by Lemma 4.2, 
i.e.fE U(0). 
A simple corollary of the above lemma is the fact that for any f E Zzrn, the 
function s E Y obtained by projecting f onto 9’ satisfies (1.2) with ri = X,P; 
l<iin. 
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LEMMA 4.4. (LYL)l = LY. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.3, 9” = U(0) and so LY c (LY’-)l follows trivially 
from (2.1). Conversely, iff E (LU(O))l, then 0 = SfLg for every g E U(0). Let 
f E G%?*“’ besuch that Ly= f. Then 
0 = $ Lb% = k&*~, 
since g E U(0). This asserts thatyE U(O)l = 9, and thusf E LY. 
LEMMA 4.5. L”LY = Nl II 9. 
Proof. Suppose y E L”LY, i.e., y = Lax, x E LY = (LYI)‘. By the definition 
(4.1) of La, we have x E (LY’-)’ if and only if Lax E 9. Therefore y E 9, and 
since y E R(L”) = N’, we have shown that L”LY c NI fly. For the con- 
verse, suppose y E Nl n 9, i.e., y E R(L”) fl Y. Then y = Lax E Y and as 
noted above x E LY, i.e., y E L”LY. 
It is now convenient o introduce a function &t, X) such that everyf E Zzrn 
has a representation 
f(5) = i$ bi %(E) + j: &9 X> Lf(X) dX* (4.4) 
Following [8], let W(x) = (u~-~)(x))~:~ be the Wronskian matrix of the 
functions (Ui}im which span N. The assumptions on L assure that 1 W(X)] # 0 
for x E [a,b]. Define 8(5,x) = 27(()[ W(x)]-‘I,, where a(f) = (u,(5), . . ., u,(~)), 
and I,,, is the last column of the unit matrix of order m. Then the function 
leads to (4.4) (cf. [S]). F or example, in the special case L = (d/dx)“, we have 
&,x> = (5 - xx!-‘, and (4.4) is just Taylor’s formula with integral remainder. 
For later reference we remark that although 8(.,x) 4 s2”‘, nevertheless 
Xi 8(*,x) is well defined for almost all x E [a, b] if Xi E DLp(m). 
Before exhibiting a basis for LY, we establish the existence of vectors 
PjBj(Pj3j,3 ***> fijn), 1 G j G n - m, satisfying 
{pj};-m is linearly independent, (4.5a) 
ii Pji hi % = O, 1 <l<rn, l<j<n-m. (4.5b) 
To accomplish this, consider the mapping AT: En --f Em defined by the matrix 
A = (Xi u,);*,T. By the poisedness assumption, A is of rank m, and hence there 
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exist linearly independent vectors pj E E”, j = 1,2, D * ., n - aaz, which span its 
null space, i.e., satisfy (4.5). 
THEOREM 4.6. The functions 
form a basis for LY. 
Proof. First we notice that 
dim(L9’) = dim((L”)-’ (Nl II 9)) = dim (N’ n Sp), 
by Lemma 4.5 and the fact that (La)-’ exists, Moreover, 
dim(Nl II 9) = dim(Y) + dim(N 17 Yp”) - dim(N). 
But N CI 9-L = (0), inasmuch as N c 9, and since dim(Y) = n, it follows that 
dim(LY) = n - m. 
To show thatfj E LY, it suffices to establish L”f, E L”LY = AJI II 9. 
(4.1) and (4.5b), 
va.fi9 4)&m = (fj, L+)Z* = i Bji &<%2 L$>2?* = asI Pji hi 4 = Q 
i=l 
for # E U(0). (Here we have relied on a standard application of Fubini’s 
theorem, yielding (Xi 8, Lc$)~~ =Xi(~, L~)~Lp2). Hence L”fj E U(O)l- = 9’. 0n the 
other hand, 
if $I E N, i.e., La fj E Nl also. 
Finally, we verify the linear independence of (A};++- Suppose CJ:y yjfj zz 0. 
Then ifs, is the spline satisfying (2.2), 
In view of (4.5a), the matrix (~jl);,~~n is of rank n - m and hence this irn~~i~~ 
yj=Q, 1 Gjjn-m. 
By virtue of the above theorem, any Lg-spline interpolating {rJln with 
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respect t0 {hi)l"=/IccY("), satisfies Ls(x) = C:_F~ cifi(x), where (ci}!-” is 
uniquely determined by the system of equations 
since the Grammian det(&,jJ # 0. The inner product (fi,fj) is given by 
tA,fj>L?* = i: 5 Piv PjpC4 &* 9 x>3 A, @t’, x))Y*’ (4.8) v=l p=l 
Finally, by (4.4) and the above representation of Ls, 
where {ql},M is uniquely determined from the system 
ifI 4i xj 4 = ?j - x ci xj(07f)-E”29 lG.i<rn, (4.9) 
where pj)lrn is as in Lemma 4.1, and (Fj:j>im s the corresponding sequence of 
prescribed values. 
It is important o notice that the basis {fj>‘f-” for LY defined in (4.6) depends 
on the choice of {~j}~-“* In general, the matrix of the system (4.7) will not be 
m-banded. However, we shall now show that the pj’s can be chosen to satisfy 
(4.5) and to yield a sparse matrix in (4.7). First we notice that 
where p = (pij) = ((pi, p&J and pi(X) = hi R( * , x). Since p is the Grammian of 
{Pilln, it is nonnegative definite. By (4.6), Le40 is contained in the span of 
(Pih”, and hence the rank r of p is at least y1- m. It follows that the null space 
N,, of p has dimension n - r ,( m. We conclude that p defines a pseudo-inner 
product 
(x9 Y>, = XPYT, x = (Xl, - * *, &>, Y=(Y,, . . ..Yn). 
for which (x, x& = 0 if and only if x E iV,,, i.e., the set of vectors in E” with zero 
p-length is of dimension at most IZ - r 5 m. 
THEOREM 4.7. There exists a {/3i*>~-m satisfying (4.5), with 
tflj*, /%*)p = tj%*, Pj*>p = O, i#j, l<i<n--2m, 1<jGn-m. 
(4.10) 
Then (( fi, fj)sz) consists of the identity matrix of order n - 2m in the upper left- 
hand corner, an m x m matrix in the lower right-hand corner and otherwise 
possesses zero elements. 
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Proof. We observe that the result is immediate if n - m G m. Suppose now 
that n - m > m. Let {j3i>;-‘n satisfy (4.5). We now proceed by induction to 
obtain {fli*}l-” with the property (4.10). Since (pi} 7” is linearly independent 
there exists a pj, say ,8,, of nonzero p-length, Then we may take 
I%* = PlleL Pd,. 
Suppose now that pi*, . . ., pi*, i < r - m, have been obtained by ortho- 
normalizing pi, e . , , pie We now select fir+ 1. Consider 
which is easily seen to be linearly independent. Now since n - m - i > n - v, at 
least one of these vectors, say 
has nonzero p-length. Then we take /3r+r = fii+i/‘(fli+i, fli+l)P. 
Assume now that {pj*};-m has been obtained by orthonormalizing (fi&‘;-““. 
Then we choose 
It is easily verified that this inductive choice of (pi*}~-* satisfies the theorem. 
5. INTERP~LATIONONINFINITE SETS 
In this section we shall consider a generalized interpolation problem on 
arbitrary closed sets B of ‘8 as in [7]. Indeed, let (M~))i~&’ be a collection of 
operators defined for each x E B, with 1 G I(x) G m, where m is the order of the 
differential operator of (1.1) and 
m-l 
MSX) = kzo %kW $ 0 k7 
i=O,l ) . . ..Z(x)- 1, 
with J%@‘+(x) = 4(x). It is assumed that, for each x, {Mp)>fix,‘-’ is a linearly 
independent sequence of rank Z(x), i.e., the I(x) vectors c+(x) = (c+(x)) are 
linearly independent. For eachx E B, the sequence (M~X’):~“,l can be augmented 
to form a sequence {MI”)}?:: of rank m as in Lemma 3.1. Let (R~‘>~:~ be the 
sequence of operators defined there. Then for each x E B - B’, where 
denotes the set of limit points of B, 
SLuLd=IL*Lu.g+~~MI"~(x)[RI"'uj,, o.aJl 
where J is any$interval s:ch that J n B = {xl, cj ' IS an arbitrary function in 
Ccm(J), and u E P’(J- (x]). 
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We seek a solution to the generalized interpolation problem: 
L” LF(x) = 0 XEX--B (5.2a) 
My F(x) = kPf(x) 1 i=O,l, . ..) Z(x)- 1, x E B, (5.2b) 
F E ZLm(‘%) rl Z:,“,(% - B) n &,, (5.2~) 
wherefis any prescribed function in ZLm(%), and 
X;loC( ‘%) = (U : u@-’ ) is locally absolutel: 
integrable}, 
y continuous with ~6”) locally square 
: [R$“’ u] = 0 x 3 XEB-B’, and 
i = l(x), . . ., m - 1). 
There exists a solution to the interpolation problem (5.2) which is unique 
under additional hypotheses. This result slightly generalizes results in [7] and 
the proof will not be duplicated. The approach is to consider a minimization 
problem in S’FLm(%), as in 52, over a closed flat defined by (5.2b), and to identify 
the solution of the minimization problem with the solution of (5.2) through the 
use of (5.1). Any two solutions of (5.2) differ by a null solution for L in the 
special case that the problem :
L* F(x) = 0 XE%--B’ 
(5.3) 
F E ~,(‘W, 
has only the identically zero solution. In this case we shall say that L satisfies 
property (5.3). Then the solution of (5.2) is unique if any null solution for L, 
which satisfies (5.2b) homogeneously, must be identically zero, which is true if 
NL is spanned by a Tchebycheff system, and B contains at least m points. 
It is well to point out that for any x E B’ the values f”‘(x), k = 1,2, . . ., 
m - 1, are determined by the values off on B in a neighborhood of X, if 
f E SLm(‘%). Thus, the operators M . y), 0 < i < Z(X) - 1, are significant only for 
x E B - B’. We summarize the preceding discussion in 
THEOREM 5.1. There exists a real-valued function satisfying (5.2). If L has 
property (5.3), then any two functions satisfying (5.2) dyer by a null solution for 
L. Finally, if NL is spanned by a Tchebycheff system, and L has property (5.3), 
then (5.2) has a unique solution. 
IfL has property (5.3) then any solution of (5.2) minimizes the expression 
(5.4) 
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where 9 is the flat defined by 
(22 = (F E ZLm(%) : MIX) F(x) = MI”) f (xl, V x E B). 
In this case, consistent with our earlier terminology, we may call any solution of 
(5.4) anLg-spline with a characterization described by (5.2). In particular, the 
operator L = (d/dx)” has property (5.3) and, in addition, the monomials I, 
x, . ..) xm-i form a Tchebycheff system so that in this case the unique Lg-spline 
satisfying (5.4) is uniquely characterized by (5.2). The special case when is 
compact merits consideration ; say, --oo < a = min, E B x and b = max,,, x < CC 1
In this case, if the condition 
LF(x) = 0 for x<a an X>b 
is satisfied, then (5.2) is equivalent o (5.4) without the additional hypothesis 
that L has property (5.3). We then say that F is a natural Lg-spline, which is 
clearly consistent with our earlier terminology if B is a finite point set. 
Finally, if L has property (5.3) and NL is spanne by a T&by&E system 
then the Lg-spline characterized by (5.2) can be approximated by splines with 
finitely many knots. Indeed, let 
X=(x,, x2, o..} 
be a sequence dense in B and consider the truncations 
X” = (x,, . . ., X”}. 
From previous results, the interpolation problem :
L” Ls,(x) = 0 x E 9%-x,, 
Mi sn(x> = Mi fCx> x E x,9 
&I E*LYw f-l ~:o”,t~ - -%I> fl 9x., 
has a unique solution for n 2 m. Then, as in 171, we now have 
THEOREM 5.2. If L has property (5.3) and Nz is spanned by a Tchebych 
system, then s, + Fin ZLm((SI), where Funiquely solves (5.2a, b, c). I~particular 
sp” converges uniformly to FCk’ on compact subsets of % for 0 G k G m - 1. 
In the special case that B is compact, the sequence s,, of (5.5) satisfying 
Ls,(~)=Oifxcmin,,,~xorx>max x.Xn~, converges to the unique solution of 
(5.2a, b, c, d) as in the above theorem, without the assumption that L has 
property (5.3). 
6. APPROXIMATION OF LINEAR FUNCTIONALS 
Let S?) be the class of linear functionals defined in $3. We now consider the 
problem of approximating a linear functional A, E S?) by a linear combin- 
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ation of {Xi}rn c LP) in the sense of Sard (cf. [13], [14]). For ol = (o(r, . . ., cc,), 
set 
R(a) = A0 - i% ai A* 
Then for allf E Szm, (4.4) yields 
Na)f= R# + 1:: K(a, x)LfW dx, (6.1) 
where $ E NL and K(a, x) = R(c@( * ,x). 
THEOREM 6.1. Let {hi}, n c 229) be such that N fl U(0) = (0) and let sl,s2, . . ., 
s,, be the Lg-splines satisfying Xisj = Sij. Then among all cc such that R(a) annihi- 
lates N, the minimum of 
f f: NE, xX2 dx (6.2) 
is uniquely attainedfor cl* given by 
ai* = A, si, l<iin, 
i.e., CyWl aI* Xi is the best approximation to ho in the sense of Sard. Moreover, for 
each f E Z2”‘, 
where s is the Lg-spline interpolating 
ri = kf, 1 <i<n. (6.3) 
Proof. First we notice that R(a*)s = 0 for every s E 9. Indeed, R(oc*) 
annihilates the basis (sj}rn of 9, as is easily seen from the relation 
R(a*) sj = X0 Sj - it, (Xi Sj) ho Si = ho Sj - A, Sj = 0. 
Next we show that d(e) = K(cr*;) - K(cc, *) E LY, whenever R(E) anni- 
hilates N. By Theorem 2.1, it suffices to show that 
s 1 d(x)Lg(x) dx = 0 for every g E U(0). 
But 
= 5 (ai - ai*) X,(g t-p) = 0, 
i=l 
sincep E Nandg EU(0). 
Now let s E Y be such that Ls = 4. Then by (6.1), 
0 = R(a*) s = j-1 K(a*, x) Ls(x) dx 
which implies that 
= .I 1 K(a*, x)[K(a*, x) - K(a, x)] dx, 
1 (K(a, x))2 dx = j.i (K(a*, x))” dx f 1; [K’(cc, x) - K(er*‘, x)j2 dx, (6.4) 
i.e., K(oc*;) minimizes (6.2). We now show that u* is unique. If OL minimizes 
(6.2), then by (6.4), K(cr*,x) - K(a,x) = 0 a.e., and we obtain for eat 
1 =Gj<n, 
t [K(Ct*, X) - K(a, X)] Lsj(x) dx = i$l (OZi - ai*) hi 
= ,% (pi - cCi*)X*(Sj +p) = aj - aj*, i.e., 0: = c(** 
This completes the proof, since the last statement of the theorem is evident. 
Alternately, one may consider the problem (cf. [S]) 
min J&J- i cCl;\i . 
a /I i=l !I 
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Clearly the minimum is uniquely attained by the linear functional ii correspond- 
ing to the representer Pk, obtained by projecting the representer k,, of ho onto 
9, i.e., ?if = (jr,Pk,)gzm. But by the simple properties of projection operat~r§ 
we have 
xf= W'k,)~2~=(Mdm2~ = &A 
where s is the spline interpolating f as in (6.3). It follows that X is the 
approximation of h,, in the sense of Sard. 
7. INEQUALITY CONSTRAINTS 
The preceding theory is capable of even further generalization. In particular, 
we shall consider the following minimization problem, where L, 9PZrn and R are 
as in$l,andr=(r, ,..., l;l),i=(P1 ,..., F,JEE”withygF: 
We shall show below that (7.1) admits of a solution which may be called an 
Lg-spline interpolating (-y, P) with respect o fl. We also derive a characteriz- 
ation theorem for s, similar to Theorem 3.6. Recently, Ritter [12] employed 
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quadratic programming methods to investigate the minimization problem 
(7.1) in the special case when L = (d/dx)” and A corresponds to Hermite- 
Birkhoff type linear functionals. By the use of the variational approach, this 
section readily provides extensions of his work in several directions. 
We now state 
TBOREM 7.1. There exists an s E G’@~“’ satisfying (7.1). A function s E @(r, P) 
solves (7. l), ifand only if 
s b LsLg G 0 for all g E %(s,r,P), a 
where @(s, r, i) = {s -f: f E 42(-r, P>. Moreover, any two solutions differ by a 
nullfunction in N, and s is the unique solution of (7.1) if and only if 
N rl @(s, r, 7) = (0). (7.3) 
In particular, N Cl 4?(r - P, J - r) = (0) implies that (7.1) has a unique solution. 
Proof. For the existence of s it suffices to show that L@(r, P) is a closed, 
convex subset of ,Lp2. The convexity is obvious. Since the intersection of closed 
sets is closed, we need only show that the images under L of the sets 
Vi=(f EC7FZm:Alf<Fi), Wi=(f ES2m:Aif>ri) 
are closed for 1 G i =G IZ. To this end we show that the complement (LVi)c of 
LVi in9, is open. The closedness Of L Wi follows in the same way. Since L maps 
sZrn onto LY2, an arbitrary element of (LVi)e may be written in the form Lg, 
where g E V,‘. We have 
Lg E (LViv,)’ C (L Yi) where Yi=(f E~2*:hif=~i}i). 
Since (L Yi)” is open (see $2) there exists a ball Bi about Lg, entirely contained 
within (L Yi)“. We claim Bi n LVi = o . Indeed, suppose Lh E Bi fl LVi, where 
h E Vi. Since hi g > ?i and &h < Ji, it follows that c = (fi - Xi h)/(Xi g - Xi h) 
satisfies 0 G c < 1, and thus, by the convexity of Bi and the definition of c, 
CLg+(l-C)LhEBi flLY, 
which is a contradiction. It follows that (LV,)” is open. 
The necessity of (7.2) is the usual convexity inequality satisfied by pro- 
jections in Hilbert space. Conversely, if the quasi-orthogonality relation (7.2) 
holds, then for any f E 9Y(r, J), 
Jf: (Lf )* - Jf (Ls)2 = JL (Lf - Ls)2 + 2 Jr Ls(Lf- Ls) > 0, 
i.e., s solves (7.1). 
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We now show that the difference of any two solutions s and s” of (7. I) is in iM. 
Indeed, 
0 < 1; (Ls - L,g2 = 11 Ls(Ls - L&F) -4-/l LS(Li - Ls) < 
Condition (7.3) is clearly necessary for the uniqueness ofs. C 
s” are two solutions of (7.1) and suppose (7.3) is satisfi 
s-SENfl9qs,j‘,P), 
and hence s = d. The final assertion of the theorem is obvious. 
We remark that any solution s of (7.1) is a solution of (1.2) with 
U(r)=(f EZ2m: Xif=hiS: 
and thus, in particular, is an Lg-spline. Moreover, if y = i then (7.1) reduces to 
(1.2), and hence the class of all solutions of (7.1) as T G F ranges over E” 
coincides with the class 9’ of solutions of (1.2) as r varies in E”. 
We now derive a characterization theorem for Lg-splines interpolating 
(r, i) with respect o rl, where (1 consists of EHB-type linear functionals (see 
$3). In particular, let a < x1 < . . . -K X, G b be prescribed knots, and let 
0 G i G t(xj) - 1, be the linear functionals in n of the form (3.3) involvin 
derivatives evaluated at xj. As in 53 we augment these to obtain sequences 
(&I~“‘)}~-‘. ILet Rl”j) be defined from the M Irj) as in Lemma 3.1. 
%EOREM 7.2. Let s E a(~, f). Then s satisfies (7.1) ~~n~o~~y if(3.5) holds ad 
[RW&, < 0 I if M$“j)s(xj) > yi, (7.4a 
[RI”j) s],. > 0 if M(“J)s(x,) < i. 1 I> (7.4b~ 
[@f) s] 2. XJ = 0 if ri < M!“j)s(x .) 1 J < i. L9 (7.4c) 
for 0 < i < 1(X,) - 1, 1 <j < k. 
Proof. Since any solution s of (7.1) must be an Lg-spline interpolatin 
{&s}rn with respect to II, it is clear that conditions (3.5) must be satisfied. 
Assume now that MyJ’s(xj) < Fi for some 0 < E’ < k(xj) - 1. As in the proof of 
Theorem 3.2 we construct g E Ccm(xj - E, xj + e) such that 
Mxj), * * -3 g'w(xj)]' = 
8-‘(Xj)[M~‘b(Xj), . . . Mars P. MI”:,‘s(x.) JF I7 J 9 -*s) Mf$!\ S(Xj)]‘, 
where a(xj) is the matrix defining the {Mp)}f-’ as in Lemma 3.1. Now if 
1 cj < k we construct h E C” so that 
1 t < Xj-1 + (Xj - Xj-l)/4, 
h(t) = 0 Xj - (Xj - Xj-I)/4 < t < Xj + (Xj+l - X,)/4, 
1 t 2 Xj+l - Cxj+l - xj)i4s 
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with a similar definition forj = 1 andj = k. Then by construction 
f(t) = g(t) + ww E Wr,f), 
and 
MS”“‘f (x,) = M$J) s(x,) forallO<vrm-1, l<p<k,exceptwhen 
v=iandp=j, 
M~J’f(Xj) = 4. 
Now, integrating by parts as in $3 yields 
= M$qs -f)(Jcj) [RIXj)s],, = {Ml”“S(Xj) - F,}[Rl”)s],, 
and (7.4b) follows. In a similar manner M~J)s(x,)>yi implies [RpJ)s],<O, 
while finally, condition (7.4~) is an immediate consequence of (7.4a, b). 
For the converse, supposef E %(r, 7). Then 
s ILs(Ls-Lf) = i: mT M~ys-f)(x/J[RpLq, /A=1 v=o 
since [Rp’s], = 0 for I(+) G i< m - 3, by (3.5). Moreover, if 
Mpfi’(s -j-)(x,) > 0 then Mp)s(x,) > M~)f(x,) 2 rI and by (7.4a) 
[Rl”‘s] X, G 0, 0 < i G I(+) - 1. Similarly, Mp’(s -f&J < 0 assures 
[lp’s], , > 0 and therefore 
s : Ls(Ls - Lf) < 0, 
so that by Theorem 7.1, s is an Lg-spline interpolating %(_r, f) with respect o A. 
Various corollaries analogous to those in $3 may be obtained by specializing 
either A or the operator L. We cite only the following result for g-splines (cf. 
WI). 
COROLLARY 7.3. Let L = (d/dx)” and suppose A consists of ED-type linear 
functionals. Then s E %(r, F) is a solution of (7.1) if and only ifit satisJies 
P)(X) = 0 
S@)(X) = 0 
[s(2m-1-i)]x =0 
(-l)m-~[sS(2m-l-i)]x a 0
(-l)m-i[s(2~fl-l-i)]x G 0 
ifx is not a knot, (753) 
forx<xl,x>& (7Sb) 
if the ith derivative is not speczjied at the knot x 
or ifri < Sci’(X) < P. I? (7.5c) 
ifdi'(x) = ri at the knot X, (7.5d) 
ifs(')(x) = Fi at the knot X. (7.5e) 
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